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ABSTRACT

3

Pangeo Forge is a new community-driven platform that accelerates science by providing highlevel recipe frameworks alongside cloud compute infrastructure for extracting data from provider
archives, transforming it into analysis-ready, cloud-optimized (ARCO) data stores, and providing
a human- and machine-readable catalog for browsing and loading. In abstracting the scientific
domain logic of data recipes from cloud infrastructure concerns, Pangeo Forge aims to open
a door for a broader community of scientists to participate in ARCO data production. A wholly
open-source platform composed of multiple modular components, Pangeo Forge presents a
foundation for the practice of reproducible, cloud-native, big-data ocean, weather, and climate
science without relying on proprietary or cloud-vendor-specific tooling.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past ten years, we have witnessed a rapid transformation in environmental data access and analysis.
The old paradigm, which we refer to as the download model, was to search for files from a range of
different data providers, download them to a local laptop or workstation, and analyze the data in a
traditional desktop-based analysis environment (e.g. IDL, MATLAB, ArcGIS). The new paradigm, which
we call data-proximate computing, instead brings compute resources adjacent to the data, with users
performing their data analysis in a web browser and retrieving data on demand via APIs or HTTP calls.
Data-proximate environmental data analysis tools and platforms are often deployed in the commercial cloud,
which provides scalable, on-demand computing and high-throughput data access, but are not necessarily
limited to cloud environments. Data-proximate computing removes the burden on the data user to provide
local computing; this has the potential to massively expand access to environmental data, empowering
communities that have been historically marginalized and lack such local computing resources (Gentemann
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et al., 2021). However, this democratization is not guaranteed. FAIR data, open standards, and equitable
25 access to resources must be actively pursued by the community (Stall et al., 2019; Wilkinson et al., 2016).
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Many different tools and platforms exist to analyze environmental data in the cloud; e.g., Google Earth
Engine (GEE) (Gorelick et al., 2017). A common need for all such platforms is access to analysis-ready,
cloud optimized (ARCO) data. While a range of powerful ARCO data formats exist (e.g. Cloud Optimized
GeoTIFF, Zarr, Parquet), ARCO data production has remained a bespoke, labor-intensive process. Recent
sessions devoted to cloud computing at meetings of the American Geophysical Union (AGU) and Earth
System Information Partners (ESIP) enumerated the considerable toil involved in creating ARCO data in
the cloud (Hua et al., 2020; Quinn et al., 2020). For example, when GEE partnered with the European
Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) to bring a portion of the ERA5 reanalysis data
to GEE, the data ingestion process was incredibly time and resource intensive, spanning 9 months and
involving a suite of specialized tools (Wagemann, 2020).
In additional to demanding computing resources and specialized software, ARCO data production also
requires knowledge in a range of areas, including: legacy and ARCO data formats, metadata standards,
cloud computing APIs, and distributed computing frameworks, in addition to domain-specific knowledge
sufficient to perform quality control on a particular dataset. In our experience, the number of individuals
with this combination of experience is very small, limiting the rate of ARCO data production overall.
This paper describes Pangeo Forge, a new platform for the production of ARCO data (Pangeo Forge
Community, 2021). A central goal of Pangeo Forge is to reduce the toil associated with downloading,
cleaning, and preparing data for analysis, particularly for the large, complex datasets associated with
high-bandwidth observing systems, Earth-system simulations, and weather reanalyses. Recognizing
that individuals with domain-specific data knowledge are not necessarily experts in cloud computing or
distributed data processing, Pangeo Forge aims to lower the barrier for these scientists to contribute to
ARCO data curation. Finally, we hope to build a platform that encourages open and inclusive participation,
crowdsourcing ARCO data production from the diverse community of environmental data specialists across
the world, for the mutual benefit of all.

At the time of writing, Pangeo Forge is still a work on progress. This paper describes the motivation and
inspiration for building the platform (Sec. 2) and reviews its technical design and implementation (Sec. 3).
52 We then describe some example datasets that have been produced with Pangeo Forge (Sec. 4) and conclude
53 with the future outlook for the platform (Sec. 5).
50
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MOTIVATION AND INSPIRATION

54

2.1

55

In the context of geospatial imagery, remote sensing instruments collect raw data which typically requires
preprocessing, including color correction and orthorectification, before being used for analysis. The term
analysis-ready data (ARD) emerged originally in this domain, to refer to a temporal stack of satellite images
depicting a specific spatial extent and delivered to the end-user or customer with these preprocessing
steps applied (Holmes, 2018; Dwyer et al., 2018). In the context of this paper, however, we use the term
“analysis-ready” more generally to refer to any dataset that has been preprocessed such that it fulfills quality
standards required by the analysis which will be performed on it. This may include merging and alignment
of many individual source files or file-like objects into a single cohesive entity. For remotely sensed
measurements, it may involve signal processing to correct for known atmospheric or other distortions. For
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Analysis-Ready, Cloud-Optimized (ARCO) Data
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synthetic (i.e. simulation) data, quality control may include ensuring that output values fall within test
65 parameters defined by the model developers, as well as homogenization of metadata across simulation
66 ensembles.
64
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Analysis-ready data is not necessarily or always cloud-optimized. One way of understanding this is
to observe that just because an algorithm can be applied to a given dataset, that fact alone does not
guarantee the algorithm will execute expediently or efficiently. In a context where even efficient algorithms
can take hours or days to run, optimization matters. Computational performance is affected by many
factors including algorithm design and hardware specifications, but in the case of big data analytics, the
rate-limiting aspect of the system is often I/O throughput, i.e. the rate at which bytes can be read into the
algorithm from the data storage location (Abernathey et al., 2021). This rate is itself influenced by variables
such as network bandwidth, hardware characteristics, and data format. When we refer to “cloud-optimized”
data it is this third variable, format, which we are most concerned with. Cloud-optimized data formats
are unique insofar as they support direct access to data subsets without the computational overhead of
opening and navigating through a massive data object simply to retrieve a small subset of bytes within it.
Implementations of this functionality vary according to the specific cloud-optimized format: some formats
include a metadata header which maps byte-ranges within a single large data object, while others opt to
split a large object up into many small blocks stored in an organized hierarchical structure. Regardless of
the specific implementation, the end result is an interface whereby algorithms can efficiently access data
subsets. Efficient access to data subsets is especially impactful in the context of cloud object storage, where
parallel reading and writing scales dramatically without impacting throughput.

Analysis-ready, cloud-optimized datasets are, therefore, datasets which have undergone the preprocessing
85 required to fulfill the quality standards of a particular analytic task and which are also stored in formats
86 that allow efficient, direct access to data subsets via HTTP or another contemporary web communication
87 protocol.
84
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2.2

89

The Pangeo Forge codebase, which is written in Python, is entirely open source, as are its Python
dependencies including packages such as NumPy, Xarray, Dask, Filesystem Spec, and Zarr (Harris et al.,
2020; Hoyer and Hamman, 2017; Dask Development Team, 2016; Durant et al., 2021b; Miles et al., 2021).
We see open source software as a scientific imperative. Production of ARCO datasets involves considerable
preprocessing and reformatting. Data corruptions can easily be introduced at any step of these multi-stage
transformations, either due to user error or, less commonly but more consequentially, due to bugs in the
software packages used to perform the ARCO transformation. In an open source context, the scientific
user community can readily introspect every step of the process, building trust in its effectiveness as
well as contributing to its robustness by identifying bugs when they arise. The core scientific tenet of
reproducibility is also served by open source: the exact provenance of each byte of data that passes through
Pangeo Forge is entirely transparent, traceable, and recreatable.
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Open science, open source

Where Pangeo Forge must unavoidably rely on commercial technology providers, we strive always to
uphold the user’s Right to Replicate (2i2c.org, 2021). In practice, this means that even if an underlying
cloud-provider technology is closed-source, the application code defining our particular implementation of
that technology is always open-source, allowing anyone the option to replicate our system exactly as we’ve
deployed it. Version control hosting, continuous integration, compute infrastructure, storage resources, and
workflow automation are arenas in which commercial solutions are implemented. The former two services
are provided through GitHub repositories and GitHub Actions, respectively, and the latter three through the
Frontiers
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“big three” cloud service providers (Google Cloud, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure) and Prefect, a
108 dataflow automation provider.
107
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2.3

110

The incredible diversity of environmental science datasets and use cases means that a fully generalized
and automatic approach for transforming archival data into ARCO stores is likely neither achievable
nor desirable. Depending on the analysis being performed, for example, two users may want the same
archival source data in ARCO form, but with different chunking strategies. (Chunking, i.e. the internal
arrangement of a dataset’s bytes, is often adjusted to optimize for different analytical tasks.) Transforming
just a single dataset from its archival source into an ARCO data store is an incredibly complex task which
unavoidably requires human expertise to ensure the result is fit for the intended scientific purpose. Fantasies
of cookie-cutter algorithms automatically performing these transformations without human calibration
are quickly dispelled by the realities of just how unruly archival data often are, and how purpose-built
the ARCO data stores created from them must be. As with all of science, ARCO transformations require
human interpretation and judgement.
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Crowdsourcing complexity: the Conda Forge model

The necessity of human participation, combined with the exponentially increasing volumes of data being
archived, means that ARCO data production is more work than any individual lab, institution, or even
federation of institutions could ever aspire to manage in a top-down manner. Any effort to truly address
the present scarcity of high-quality ARCO data must by necessity be a grassroots undertaking by the
international community of scientists, analysts, and engineers who struggle with these problems on a daily
basis.
The software packaging utility Conda Forge, from which Pangeo Forge draws both inspiration and
its name, provides a successful example of solving a similar problem via crowdsourcing (conda-forge
community, 2015). Conda Forge emerged in 2015 in response to frustrations scientific software users
consistently faced when attempting to install system package dependencies in the course of their research.
Just like ARCO data production, installing open-source software packages with binary dependencies is
frequently a multi-step process involving an intricate sequence of software compilation. If any one step is
completed out of order, or perhaps if one of the sub-packages installed is of the wrong version, the end
result will be non-functional. This struggle devoured countless years worth of human effort on the part of
researchers who required a specific software configuration to pursue their investigations.
Conda Forge introduced the simple yet revolutionary notion that two people, let alone hundreds or
thousands, should not be duplicating effort to accomplish the same tedious tasks. As an alternative to that
toil, Conda Forge established a publicly-licensed and freely-accessible storehouse, hosted on the open
internet, to hold blueprints for performing these arcane yet essential engineering feats. It also defined
a process for contributing blueprints to that storehouse, and established a build system so that a given
package could be built from the central storehouse onto a community member’s server or system with a
one-line command: conda install.
It is not an understatement to say that these two words, conda install, and the system that undergirds
them, fundamentally transformed for the better the way that computational science with open-source
software is performed. For evidence of this fact, we need look no further than the incredible growth rate of
community contributed “recipes” (as these installation blueprints are known) in the Conda Forge storehouse
(Figure 1). The summed impact of this solution totals untold numbers of reclaimed hours which are now
dedicated to scientific research itself, rather than tinkering with finicky engineering issues.
This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article
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Figure 1. Number of software installation recipes hosted on Conda Forge by year.
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In the case of Conda Forge, community members contribute recipes to a public storehouse which define
steps for building software dependencies. Then they, along with anyone else, can avoid ever needing to
revisit the toil and time of manually building that specific piece of software again. Contributions to Conda
Forge, while they often include executable software components, consist minimally of a single metadata
file, named meta.yaml, which conforms to a specification established in accordance with the build
system. This design is explicitly copied in Pangeo Forge.

3

TECHNICAL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PANGEO FORGE

Pangeo Forge follows an agile development model, characterized by rapid iteration, frequent releases, and
156 continuous feedback from users, and implementation details will likely change over time. The following
157 describes the system at the time of publication.
155

158

At the highest level, Pangeo Forge consists of three primary components:

159

• pangeo-forge-recipes: A standalone Python package which provides a data model (“recipes”)

160

and scalable algorithms for ARCO data production. This package can be used by itself, without the
platform’s cloud automation tools.

161
162

• An automation system which executes recipes using distributed processing in the cloud.

163

• A catalog which exposes the ARCO data to end users.

164

3.1

Recipes: object-oriented extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL) algorithms

Inspired directly by Conda Forge, Pangeo Forge defines the concept of a recipe, which specifies the logic
166 for transforming a specific data archive into an ARCO data store. All contributions to Pangeo Forge must
165
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include an executable Python module, named recipe.py or similar, in which the data transformation
logic is embedded. (Figure 2) The recipe contributor is expected to use one of a predefined set of template
algorithms defined by Pangeo Forge. Each of these templated algorithms is designed to transform data of
a particular source type into a corresponding ARCO format, and requires only that the contributor fill in
information unique to their specific data transformation, which includes the location of the source files and
the way in which they should be aligned in the resulting ARCO data store.

Figure 2. A recipe in relation to Pangeo Forge architecture.
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Pangeo Forge implements template algorithms with object-oriented programming (OOP), the predominant
style of software design employed in Python software packages. In this style, generic concepts are
represented as abstract classes which gain meaning once instantiated with details relevant to a particular
use case. Once instantiated, class instances (as they are known) can perform operations on or with the
attributes (i.e., details) they’ve been given. In Pangeo Forge, the operations embedded in the template
algorithms are, broadly speaking, those of data extraction, transformation, loading (ETL). First, data is
extracted from a traditional source file server, most commonly via HTTP or FTP request; next, the source
data is transformed into an ARCO format; and finally, the data is loaded (i.e., deposited) into cloud object
storage.
Within a given class of these ETL algorithms, it’s possible to largely generalize the esoteric transformation
logic itself, while leaving the specific attributes, such as source file location and alignment criteria, up
to the recipe contributor to fill in. The completed recipe.py module containing a specific instance of
the generic ETL algorithm can then be executed in one of a number of ways. While recipe developers are
certainly free to run these open-source algorithms on private compute clusters, they are strongly encouraged
to submit their recipes to be run on Pangeo Forge’s shared infrastructure, which has the dual benefit of being
a freely accessible resource and, perhaps even more importantly, results in the ARCO data being written to
a publicly-accessible cloud storage bucket and added to the Pangeo Forge catalog for discovery and shared
This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article
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use by the global community. It is through scaling contributions to our public ARCO data catalog that
191 Pangeo Forge aspires to do for ARCO data production what Conda Forge has already accomplished for
192 software dependency management.
190

193

3.2

194
195
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Base abstractions: insulating scientific domain expertise from cloud automation
concerns

Pangeo Forge consists of multiple interrelated, modular components. Each of these components, such as
the recipes described above, consists of some abstracted notions about how a given aspect of the system
typically functions. These abstractions are for the most part implemented as Python classes. They include
classes related to source file location, organization, and access requirements; the recipe classes themselves;
classes which define storage targets (both for depositing the eventual ARCO data store, as well as for
intermediate caching); and multiple different models according to which the algorithms themselves can be
executed.
The boundaries between these abstraction categories have been carefully considered with the aim of
insulating scientific domain expertise (i.e. of the recipe contributor) from the equally rigorous yet wholly
distinct arena of distributed computing and cloud automation. Among ocean, weather, and climate scientists
today, Python is a common skill, but the ability to script advanced data analyses by no means guarantees an
equivalent fluency in cloud infrastructure deployments, storage interfaces, and workflow engines. Moreover,
Pangeo Forge aims to transform entire global datasets, the size of which is often measured in terabytes or
petabytes. This scale introduces additional technical challenges and tools which are more specialized than
the skills required to convert a small subset of data.

215

By abstracting data sourcing and quality control (i.e. the recipe domain) from cloud deployment and
workflow concerns, Pangeo Forge recipe contributors need only concern themselves with defining source
file information along with setting parameters for one of the predefined recipe classes. Recipe contributors
are, importantly, not expected to understand or manipulate the storage and execution aspects of the system,
which are maintained by community members with expertise in those areas. In what follows, we’ll examine
four aspects of the system in closer detail.

216

3.2.1

217

In Pangeo Forge, all data transformations begin with a FilePattern. This Python class encodes
information about archival source files including their location, access requirements, and alignment criteria.
Data providers such as NASA and NOAA commonly distribute source files over HTTP. File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) is also a common means for distribution of source data in the earth and atmospheric sciences.
In either case, contributors specify the access URLs for their source files as part of a FilePattern. If the
archival data URLs correspond to a dynamic API such as OPeNDAP (Cornillon et al., 2009; Hankin et al.,
2010), rather than a static file server, that information is specified at this stage. In cases where authorization
credentials such as a password or API token are required to access the source data, they are included here
as well.

210
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Source file patterns

Almost all ARCO datasets are assembled from many source files which are typically divided by
data providers according to temporal, spatial, and/or variable extents. In addition to defining the
location(s) of the source files, the FilePattern is where contributors define how the specified set
of source files should be aligned to create a single cohesive ARCO dataset. Alignment operations
include concatenation, for arranging files end-to-end; and merging, for layering files which cover
the same spatial or temporal extent, but for different variables. Listing 1 demonstrates how a recipe
Frontiers
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from pangeo_forge_recipes.patterns import (
ConcatDim,
FilePattern,
MergeDim,
)
def make_full_path(variable, time):
return f"http://data-provider.org/data/{variable}_{time}.nc"
merge_dim = MergeDim("variable", ["temperature", "humidity"])
concat_dim = ConcatDim("time", list(range(1, 11)))
pattern = FilePattern(make_full_path, merge_dim, concat_dim)
Listing 1

Defining a source file pattern with alignment criteria.

240

contributor would define a FilePattern for archival data accessed via the imaginary file server
http://data-provider.org/. The pattern defined in the final line of this snippet encodes
not just the location of the source files, but also the fact that any resulting ARCO data store should
concatenate these files in the time dimension, and merge them in the variable dimension. This encoding
relies on the near-universal practice among data providers of defining URL naming schemes which are
descriptive of a given file server’s contents; i.e., the access endpoint for a file covering specific extents
will name those extents as part of its URL. The objects merge dim and concat dim, in the example
provided in Listing 1, map our imaginary file server’s URL character string representation of dataset
dimensions onto Pangeo Forge internal datatypes for consumption by downstream recipe classes.

241

3.2.2

242

Ocean, climate, and weather data is archived in a wide range of formats. The core abstractions of Pangeo
Forge, including FilePattern, are designed to be agnostic to data formats, and can be leveraged to
transform any archival source file format into any corresponding ARCO format. The transformation from
a specific archival format (or category of formats) into a corresponding ARCO format does require a
dedicated algorithm, however. In Pangeo Forge, recipe classes are the modular template algorithms which
perform a specific category of ARCO transformation. As modular components, an arbitrary number of
these classes can be added to the platform over time, with each new class adding support for a new type of
ARCO data production.
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Recipe classes

As of the writing of this paper, Pangeo Forge defines two such recipe classes, XarrayZarrRecipe and
HDFReferenceRecipe, each of which is most commonly used to transform one or many NetCDF files
into a single consolidated Zarr dataset. The difference between these algorithms lies in the nature of their
outputs. Whereas XarrayZarrRecipe creates an actual Zarr store by mirroring the source file bytes into
a new format, HDFReferenceRecipe leverages the Python library fsspec-reference-maker to
write lightweight metadata files which map the location of bytes within the archival source files, allowing
users to read the original data in a cloud-optimized manner with the Zarr library, but without duplicating
bytes (Durant et al., 2021a).
As an algorithm case study, we’ll take a closer look at the internals of the XarrayZarrRecipe. To
begin, let’s consider how we would create an instance of this algorithm. While many real-world situations
will require that additional options be specified, in the simplest case each algorithm instance requires only a
FilePattern instance as input. Using the instance we defined in Listing 1, we define a recipe as shown
in Listing 2. In just these few simple lines, we have created an algorithm containing all of the information
This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article
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from pangeo_forge_recipes.recipes import XarrayZarrRecipe
recipe = XarrayZarrRecipe(pattern)
Listing 2
263
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280

Instantiating a recipe algorithm with a source file pattern.

needed to extract data from our specified provider archive and transform it into the cloud-optimized Zarr
format.
A full treatment of the Zarr specification is beyond the scope of this paper, but a brief overview will
provide a better context for understanding. In a Zarr store, compressed chunks of data are stored as
individual objects within a hierarchy that includes a single, consolidated JSON metadata file. In actuality,
cloud object stores do not implement files and folders, but in a colloquial sense we can imagine a Zarr store
as a directory containing a single metadata file alongside arbitrary numbers of data files, each of which
contains a chunk of the overall dataset (Miles et al., 2021). The XarrayZarrRecipe algorithm which
transforms archival data into this format consists of four sequential steps, each of which performs a series
of sub-operations. Depending on the specific use case, one or more of these steps may be omitted, but we
will consider them here for the scenario in which they are all performed. (Figure 3)
Caching input files is the first step of the XarrayZarrRecipe algorithm. This step copies all archival
files required for the dataset into temporary storage in a cloud storage bucket. This affords downstream
steps of the algorithm fast, parrelizable access to the source data. Typically, the cached source files will be in
NetCDF format (Rew et al., 2006). As the name of the algorithm suggests, however, the actual requirement
is not for NetCDF inputs specifically, but rather for input files compatible with Xarray, a widely-used
Python interface for labeled multidimensional arrays that supports multiple backend file formats, including
GRIB, COG, and some flavors of HDF5 (Hoyer and Hamman, 2017).

Before any actual bytes are written to the Zarr store, the target storage location must first be initialized
282 with the skeletal structure of the ARCO dataset. We refer to this step, which immediately follows caching,
283 as prepare target. Preparing the target entails reading metadata from a representative subset of the
284 source files to establish an empty Zarr store of the proper dimensions at the target location.
281

285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293

Once this framework has been established, the algorithm moves on to actually copying bytes from the
source data into the Zarr store, via the store chunks task. Internally, this step performs a lot of heavy
lifting, insofar as it determines which specific byte ranges which source files correspond to which output
chunks. Because both the cached source bytes and target dataset reside on cloud object storage, which
supports scalable parallel reads and writes, this computationally intensive step is designed to be executed
in parallel; specifically, each store chunks task can be executed in any order, without communication
or synchronization needed between processes. Parallelization of this step is essential to Pangeo Forge’s
performance, given that ARCO datasets are often hundreds of gigabytes in size on the low end, and can
easily reach multi-petabyte scale.

Following the mirroring of all source bytes into their corresponding Zarr chunks, the
XarrayZarrRecipe algorithm concludes with a finalization step which consolidates the dataset’s
296 metadata into a single lightweight JSON object.
294
295

Duplicating bytes is a costly undertaking, both computationally, and because cloud storage on the order
of terabytes is not inexpensive. This is a primary reason why sharing these ARCO datasets via publicly
299 accessible cloud buckets is so imperative: a single copy per cloud region or multi-region zone can serve
297
298
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Figure 3. XarrayZarrRecipe algorithm
hundreds or thousands of scientists. A clear advantage of the HDFReferenceRecipe algorithm is that
it does not require byte duplication, however it does not interoperate with all source file server types,
302 its use precludes certain forms of data preprocessing, and the resulting data store is only openable via a
303 Python interface. HDFReferenceRecipe presents a remarkably efficient pathway for certain use cases,
304 however as with most efficiencies, it comes with inevitable tradeoffs.
300
301

As our user and contributor communities grow, we anticipate future recipe implementations to include
306 a class or multiple classes for handling the transformation of GeoTIFF archives into Cloud Optimized
307 GeoTIFF (COG) data stores; classes that translate tabular data archives into the cloud-optimized Parquet
308 format; and many others (Holmes et al., 2021b; Le Dem et al., 2021).
305

309

3.2.3

310

In the discussion of source file patterns, above, we referred to the fact that input data may be arbitrarily
sourced from a variety of different server protocols. The backend file transfer interface which enables this
flexibility is the Python package Filesystem Spec, which provides a uniform API for interfacing with a
wide range of storage backends (Durant et al., 2021b). This same package provides the engine behind
our storage abstractions, a set of modular components which handle various permutations of file caching,
reading, and writing. These classes need not be enumerated here; the interested reader can find details
about them in the Pangeo Forge documentation. One aspect of these components worth highlighting here,
however, is that even though cloud object storage is the typical destination of datasets processed by Pangeo
Forge, the platform is just as easily able to read from and write to a local POSIX file system or, for that
matter, any Filesystem Spec-compatible storage location. Among other things, this capability allows recipe
contributors to experiment with recipe algorithms by writing ARCO dataset subsets to local disk during the

311
312
313
314
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316
317
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319
320

Storage abstractions
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development process. For our typical cloud storage interfaces, the Filesystem Spec implementations we
322 employ most frequently are s3fs (for Amazon Web Services S3), gcsfs (for Google Cloud Storage),
323 and adlfs (for Azure Datalake and Azure Blob Storage).
321

324

3.2.4

325

Instantiating a recipe class does not by itself result in any data transformation actually occurring; it
merely specifies the steps required to produce an ARCO dataset. In order to actually perform this workflow,
the recipe must be executed. A central goal of the software design of pangeo-forge-recipes is to
be as flexible as possible regarding the execution framework. A wide range of different frameworks for
parallel and/or distributed computing exist, and pangeo-forge-recipes seeks to be compatible with
as many of these as possible. For example, high-performance computing (HPC) users may prefer to use
traditional job-queue based execution, while cloud users may want to use Kubernetes (Brewer, 2015).

326
327
328
329
330
331

Execution modes

pangeo-forge-recipes does not directly implement any parallel computing. Rather, the library
333 has the ability to compile recipes into several different formats used by common distributed computing
334 frameworks. As of writing, we currently support three different flavors of compilation:
332

335

• Compilation to a single Python function: This is a reference implementation for serial execution.

336

• Compilation to Dask Delayed graph: Dask is a general purpose parallel computing framework

337

343

widely used in the scientific Python world (Dask Development Team, 2016). By compiling recipes
to Dask graphs, pangeo-forge-recipes users are able to leverage the variety of different
schedulers Dask has implemented for a wide range of different computing platforms. These include
dask-jobqueue for HPC systems using PBS, SLURM, SGE, etc. (Henderson, 1995; Yoo et al.,
2003; Gentzsch, 2001); Dask Kubernetes for cloud; and Dask-Yarn for Hadoop (Shvachko et al., 2010).
Dask’s single machine schedulers enable recipes to be executed in parallel using threads or processes
on a single large server.

344

• Compilation to Prefect Flow: Prefect is a suite of workflow automation tools encompassing both

345
346

open-source and software-as-a-service (SaaS) components (Prefect Technologies, Inc., 2021). Prefect
Core is an open-source workflow engine for Python. A Prefect Flow is a set of interrelated individual
tasks, structured in a graph. Prefect Cloud is a SaaS platform which helps manage and monitor Flow
execution. Prefect provides our most robust and observable way of running recipes and is used in the
Pangeo Forge cloud automation.

338
339
340
341
342

347
348
349

In addition to these execution frameworks, recipe steps can be manually run in sequential fashion in
a Jupyter Notebook or other interactive environment (Ragan-Kelley et al., 2014). This facilitates user
352 introspection and debugging.
350
351

353

3.3

354

The nuclei of Pangeo Forge cloud automation are Bakeries, cloud compute clusters dedicated specifically
to executing recipes. Bakeries provide a setting for contributors to run their recipes on large-scale,
distributed infrastructure and deposit ARCO datasets into performant publicly-accessible cloud storage, all
entirely free of cost for the user. By running their recipes in a Bakery, contributors are not only gaining
access to free compute and storage for themselves, but are also making a considerable contribution back to
the global Pangeo Forge community in the form of ARCO datasets which will be easily discoverable and
reusable by anyone with access to a web browser.

355
356
357
358
359
360

Cloud Automation Platform
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Pangeo Forge follows the example of Conda Forge in managing its contribution process through the
cloud-hosted version control platform GitHub. Recipe contributors who wish to run their recipes in a
Bakery first submit their draft recipes via a Pull Request (PR) to the Pangeo Forge staged-recipes
repository which, as the name implies, is a holding area for incoming recipes. Following an iterative review
process, described in detail below, recipe PRs are approved by Pangeo Forge maintainers, at which point
their contents are automatically transferred out of the staged-recipes repository and incorporated
into a new, standalone repository known as a Feedstock. It is from this Feedstock repository that recipe
execution is dispatched to the Bakery compute cluster. The details of and rationale behind this workflow
are provided in the following subsections.

370

3.3.1

371

Continuous integration (CI) is a software development practice whereby code contributions are reviewed
automatically by a suite of specialized test software prior to being incorporated into a production codebase.
CI improves code quality by catching errors or incompatibilities that may escape a human reviewer’s
attention. It also allows code contributions to a large project to scale non-linearly to maintainer effort.
Equipped with a robust CI infrastructure, a single software package maintainer can review and incorporate
large numbers of contributions with high confidence of their compatibility with the underlying codebase.
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Contribution workflow

Pangeo Forge currently relies on GitHub’s built-in CI infrastructure, GitHub Actions, for automated
review of incoming recipe PRs. (Figure 4) The first stage of this review process consists of checks
that the submitted files conform to the technical and stylistic specifications defined in the Pangeo Forge
documentation. If errors are identified at this stage, the contributor is notified automatically and given a list
of recommended changes, which must be incorporated prior to advancing to the next stage of evaluation.
Once the PR passes this first gate, a human project maintainer dispatches a command to run an automated
execution test of the recipe. This test of a reduced subset of the recipe runs the same Prefect workflows
on the same Bakery infrastructure which will be used in the full-scale data transformation. Any changes
required to the recipe’s functionality are identified here. For datasets expected to conform to Climate and
Forecast (CF) Metadata Conventions, compliance with the standard is checked at this stage (Eaton et al.,
2021). Following an iterative process of corrections based on the results of the automated execution test
(or a series of such tests, as necessary), the recipe PR is accepted by a human maintainer. At this point, a
Feedstock repository is programmatically generated by incorporating the recipe PR files into a predefined
repository template.

Creation of a Feedstock repository from the recipe PR triggers the full build of the ARCO dataset, after
392 which the only remaining step in the contribution workflow is the generation of a catalog listing for the
393 dataset, an automated process dispatched by GitHub Actions.
391

394

3.3.2

395

Feedstocks are GitHub repositories which place user-contributed recipes adjacent to Pangeo Forge’s
cloud automation tools and grant access to Pangeo Forge credentials for authentication in a Bakery compute
cluster. Those familiar with software version control processes will know that, most often, merging a PR
results in proposed code changes being incorporated into an existing repository’s codebase. As in Conda
Forge, merging a PR to staged-recipes takes on a slightly different meaning in Pangeo Forge. Rather
than incorporating a recipe’s code into staged-recipes, merging a recipe PR results in the creation of
a new, dedicated GitHub repository for the recipe called a Feedstock.

396
397
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400
401

Feedstocks
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Figure 4. Pangeo Forge contribution workflow.
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We can think of this new Feedstock repository as the deployed or productionalized version of the recipe.
The template from which GitHub Actions automatically generates this repository includes automation
hooks which register the recipe’s ARCO dataset build with the specified Bakery infrastructure. All of these
steps are orchestrated automatically by GitHub Actions and abstracted from the recipe code itself. As
emphasized throughout this paper, this separation of concerns is intended to provide a pathway for scientific
domain experts to participate in ARCO data curation without the requirement that they understand the
highly-specialized domain of cloud infrastructure automation.

415

As public GitHub repositories, Feedstocks serve as invaluable touchstones for ARCO dataset provenance
tracking. All users of the ARCO data produced by a given recipe will always be able to access and view
the code used to produce it. Among other benefits, transparent provenance allows data users to investigate
whether apparent dataset errors or inconsistencies originate in the archival source data, or are artifacts of
the ARCO production process. If the latter, the GitHub repository provides a natural place for collaboration
on a solution to the problem. Each time a Feedstock repository is tagged with a new version number, the
recipe it contains is re-built to reflect any changes made since the prior version.

416

3.3.3

417

While Pangeo Forge is modeled on and shares much in common with Conda Forge, execution
infrastructure and frequency are important points of distinction between the two projects. In the case
of Conda Forge, users typically rely on recipes to build software dependencies onto a local workstation or
managed remote server. The hardware which executes the recipe is therefore owned or managed by the
user themselves and the recipe is executed as many times as the user wants to install the software it builds.
In production settings, a single user may execute a given Conda Forge recipe dozens or hundreds of times
per month.
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Bakeries: on-demand cloud clusters

428

In Pangeo Forge, by contrast, recipes are executed by shared cloud infrastructure, and execution only
occurs once per recipe (or, in the case of updated recipe versions, once per recipe version). Rather than
building a local copy, this one-time execution builds the ARCO dataset to a publicly-accessible cloud
storage bucket. Future users can then access the pre-built dataset directly from this single shared copy. This
approach has many advantages for our use case, including:

429

• Shared compute is provisioned and optimized by cloud infrastructure experts within our community to
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430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443

excel at the specific workloads associated with ARCO dataset production.
• As a shared resource, Pangeo Forge cloud compute can be scaled to be larger and more powerful than

most community users are likely to be able to provide themselves.
• Storage and compute costs (financial, and in terms of environmental footprint) are not duplicated

unnecessarily.
Costs for these shared resources are currently covered through a combination of free credits provided by
technology service providers and grants awarded to Pangeo Forge.
Bakeries, instances of Pangeo Forge’s shared cloud infrastructure, can be created on Amazon Web
Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform cloud infrastructure. In-keeping with the
aforementioned Right to Replicate, an open-source template repository, tracing a clear pathway for
reproducing our entire technology stack, is published on GitHub for each supported deployment type.
(2i2c.org, 2021). In practice, the cost and complexity of these deployments likely means they will be
undertaken by organizations rather than individuals. Over time, we anticipate the benefits of participating in
Pangeo Forge will motivate a wide range of both non-profit and commercial partners to establish Bakeries
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for community use. The greater the number and scale of Bakeries in operation, the greater the capacity of
445 Pangeo Forge to democratize the means of ARCO data production.
444

When a community member submits a Pangeo Forge recipe, they select the particular Bakery on which
447 to execute it from a database. Their selection may be based on factors including the geographic location of
448 the target storage bucket, given that physical proximity of compute resources to data impacts performance
449 for big data analytics.
446

450

3.4

451

The SpatioTemporal Asset Catalog (STAC) is a human and machine readable cataloging standard gaining
rapid and broad traction in the geospatial and earth observation (EO) communities (Holmes et al., 2021a;
Emanuele, 2020; Alemohammad, 2019). The value of STAC is enhanced by its tooling ecosystem, which
includes interfaces for many programming languages and a community-supported web frontend (Emanuele
et al., 2021; Fitzsimmons et al., 2021). STAC was not originally conceived as a cataloging solution for the
Earth-system model (ESM) data which will constitute a majority of Pangeo Forge’s ARCO data holdings,
however extensions such as the Datacube Extension bring descriptive cataloging of ESM data with STAC
within reach (Mohr et al., 2021). Despite the imperfect fit of ESM data into STAC, the momentum behind
this specification and its associated ecosystem recommends it as the best option for implementation of our
user-facing catalog.
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Following the completion of each ARCO production build, GitHub Actions automatically generates a
STAC listing for the resulting dataset and adds it to the Pangeo Forge root catalog. Information which can
be retrieved from the dataset itself (including dimensions, shape, coordinates, and variable names) is used
to populate the catalog listing whenever possible. Fields likely not present within the dataset, such as a
long description and license type, are populated with values from the meta.yaml file which contributors
include as part of each recipe.
STAC provides not only a browsing interface, but also defines a streamlined pathway for loading
datasets. Catalog-mediated loading simplifies the user experience as compared to the added complexity of
loading directly from a cloud storage Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). Pangeo Forge currently provides
documentation for loading datasets into Jupyter Notebooks via STAC, given that our early adopters are likely
to be Python users (Perkel, 2018). One distinct advantage of STAC’s JSON-based specification over other
language-specific cataloging options, however, is its current (or in some cases, planned) interoperability
with a wide variety of programming languages. We look forward to documenting catalog access from
Javascript, R, Julia, and many other contemporary languages as our user community grows.

4
475
476
477
478
479
480

Cataloging and Loading

EXAMPLES

In the course of development and validation, we employed Pangeo Forge to transform a selection of archival
NetCDF datasets, collectively totalling more than 2.5 terabytes in size, into the cloud-optimized Zarr
format. The resulting ARCO datsets were stored on the Open Storage Network (OSN), an NSF-funded
instance of Amazon Web Services S3 storage infrastructure, and have already been featured in multiple
presentations and/or played a central role in ongoing research initiatives. We offer a brief summary of these
example results below.
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import gcsfs
import xarray as xr
# open data
url = 'gs://pangeo-forge-us-central1/pangeo-forge/cmems/' \
'sea-level-anomalies.zarr'
gcs = gcsfs.GCSFileSystem(requester_pays=True)
ds = xr.open_zarr(gcs.get_mapper(url), consolidated=True)
# calculate mean
sla_zm = ds.sla.mean('longitude', keep_attrs=True)
# compute using Dask cluster
with cluster.get_client():
sla_zm.load()
sla_zm.plot(robust=True, x='time')
Listing 3

Code used to generate Fig. 5 from the Pangeo Forge ARCO sea-level data.

481

4.1

482

495

The upcoming Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission will measure sea-surface height at
high resolution with synthetic aperture radar (Morrow et al., 2019). In coordination with this mission, an
international consortium of oceanographers are currently undertaking modeling and in-situ field campaigns
for purposes of comparison to the forthcoming SWOT satellite measurements (Li, 2019). As part of these
efforts, we have transformed portions of the outputs from the FESOM, GIGATL, HYCOM, eNATL60, and
ORCA36 ocean models into ARCO datasets with Pangeo Forge (Wang et al., 2014; Gula, 2021; Chassignet
et al., 2007; Brodeau et al., 2020; Castrillo, 2020). From a technical perspective, these transformations
involved caching approximately a terabyte of ocean model data from European FTP servers onto Google
Cloud Storage in Iowa, USA via Pangeo Forge’s internal file transfer utilities. This experience highlighted
the persisting influence of geographic distance on network communication speeds and led to many
improvements in how we manage file transfer internally within the platform. From the standpoint of data
structure, the multigigabyte-scale array sizes contained within some of these model outputs encouraged
the development of a specialized subsetting pathway within pangeo-forge-recipes for handling
larger-than-memory input arrays.

496

4.2

497

505

NOAA’s Optimal Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature (OISST) is a daily resolution data product
combining in-situ field measurements with satellite temperature observations from the Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) (Huang et al., 2021). With Pangeo Forge, we created a single
consolidated Zarr store from 14,372 NOAA-OISST source files spanning a time range from 1981 to 2021.
This Zarr store was subsequently used as part of investigations into the morphology of ocean temperature
extremes (Scannell et al., 2021). In many ways, this flavor of recipe (concatenation of NetCDF timeseries
archives into a consolidated ARCO store) is what the earliest versions of Pangeo Forge were designed to
excel at. We therefore relied heavily on this recipe in testing as it provided a useful test case for our cloud
automation infrastructure.
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4.3
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SWOT Ocean Model Intercomparison

NOAA Optimal Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature (OISST)

CMEMS Sea Surface Altimetry

A 70 gigabyte ARCO dataset of gridded sea surface altimetry measurements was assembled by Pangeo
508 Forge from nearly 9,000 files sourced from the Copernicus Marine Service (Copernicus Marine Environment
507
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Monitoring Service (CMEMS), 2021). For researchers wishing to study trends in sea level, downloading so
many files is a laborious barrier to science. With the Pangeo Forge ARCO dataset, a reduction over the
entire dataset to visualize the global patterns of sea-level rise can be accomplished in less than a minute
and with less than 10 lines of code (shown in Listing 3). This calculation was performed as part of live
demonstrations of Pangeo Forge presented at recent ESIP and Research Running on Cloud Compute and
Emerging Technologies (RRoCCET) conferences (Barciauskas et al., 2021; Stern, 2021).

Figure 5. Daily zonal mean sea-level anomaly, calculated from Pangeo Forge ARCO dataset.
515

4.4

516

522

Processing this low-resolution output of the Community Earth System Model (CESM) became an
unexpected but welcome opportunity to examine how Pangeo Forge handles user credentials for
accessing source files and resulted directly in the addition of query string authentication features to
pangeo-forge-recipes. Regarding the data transformation itself, the source files for this recipe
represented yet another example of containing larger-than-memory variable arrays (National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR), 2021). The development team’s swift and successful adaptation of Pangeo
Forge to accommodate this use case is a testament to the extensibility of the platform’s base abstractions.

523

4.5

517
518
519
520
521

CESM POP 1-degree

SODA 3.4.2 ICE

The Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) model aims to reconstruct 20th century ocean physics
525 (Carton et al., 2018). We transformed a subset of this model’s output consisting of roughly 2,100 source
526 files into a consolidated ARCO data store to aid a colleague’s ongoing research.
524

5

FUTURE OUTLOOK

As of the time of writing this paper, all of the major components of Pangeo Forge (with the exception of the
528 data catalog) have been released openly on GitHub, tested thoroughly, and integrated through end-to-end
527
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538

workflows in the cloud. Dozens of actual and potential users have interacted with the project via GitHub
issues and bi-weekly meetings. However, the platform has not been officially “launched,” as in, advertised
broadly to the public as open for business. We anticipate taking this step in early October 2021. After
that point, development will continue indefinitely into the future as we continue to refine and improve
the service in response to user feedback. In this final section, we conclude by imagining a future state,
several years from now, in which Pangeo Forge has cultivated a broad community of recipe contributors
from across disciplines, who help populate and maintain a multi-petabyte database of ARCO datasets in
the cloud. How will this transform research and applications using environmental data? What follows is
inherently speculative, and we look forward to revisiting these speculations in several years time to see
how things turn out.

539

5.1

540

Pangeo Forge and the ARCO data repositories it generates are be most valuable as part of a broader
ecosystem for open science in the cloud (Gentemann et al., 2021). In particular, Pangeo Forge ARCO data
is designed to be used together with scalable, data-proximate computing. For interactive data analysis,
Jupyter (including Jupyter Lab and Jupyter Hub) is emerging as a consensus open-source platform for
the scientific community (Kluyver et al., 2016). Jupyter supports interactive computations in all major
scientific computing languages, including Python, R, and Julia. (We note especially that, although Pangeo
Forge itself is written in Python, the data formats and catalogs it generates are all based on open standards,
accessible from any major programming language.) Jupyter in the cloud, combined with cloud-native
parallel computing tools such as Dask (Rocklin, 2015) and Spark (Zaharia et al., 2016), creates a complete
end-to-end solution for data-intensive research based purely on open-source software. By accelerating the
production and sharing of ARCO data, we hope to stimulate further development and broad adoption of
this new model for scientific research.
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An Ecosystem for Open Science

562

Beyond expert analysis, we also hope that the datasets produced by Pangeo Forge will enable a rich
downstream ecosystem of tools to allow non-experts to interact with large, complex datasets without writing
code. ARCO formats like Zarr are idea for powering APIs, dashboards, and interactive websites, since they
are based on open standards and can be read quickly from any programming language, including JavaScript,
the language of the web. As an example, the sea-level data shown in Fig. 5 could be used to create an
interactive data visualization website for high-school students to study sea level change. Students wishing
to go beyond the visual exploration could transition to an interactive Jupyter notebook and write their first
lines of code, all pointing at the same underling data. Similarly, industry experts and policy makers could
use such tools to examine climate impacts on their sector of interest. The direct provenance chain from
the interactive tool, to the ARCO data copy, to the original upstream data provider would provide a fully
transparent and trustworthy foundation for decision making.

563

5.2

564

While nearly all scientists recognize the importance of data for research, scientific incentive systems do
not value data production nearly as much as other types of scientific work, such as model development
(Pierce et al., 2019). This was emphasized in a recent paper from Google Research, warning of the impact
of data quality issues in the context of Artificial Intelligence research (Sambasivan et al., 2021). The
undervaluing of ”data work” is pervasive in the sciences and is often referred to in pejorative terms such as
being a ”data janitor.” Data work often occurs in the shadows of science, not talked about much in papers
or recognized via honors and awards. One of our central hopes with Pangeo Forge is that the preparation
of well curated, quality controlled datasets immediately accessible to high-performance computing will
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Collaboration and Recognition around Data Production
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become an area of increased collaboration and visibility in environmental science research. By leveraging
the interactivity inherent in GitHub discussions, we hope to see researchers from different institutions and
countries coming together around building shared datasets of use to many different groups. By establishing
a community storehouse of datasets themselves, as well as Feedstock repositories containing dataset
provenances, we hope to offer various citable artifacts of data production which, if reused and credited by
the community, may serve to elevate the profile of this essential scientific work. Perhaps one day we will
give an award for ”most valuable recipe”!

579

5.3

580

587

A recurring theme of the examples in Sec. 4 is the relative simplicity of aligning thousands of source
files into a single consolidated dataset with Pangeo Forge. The ARCO datasets which result from this
process are not simply faster to work with than archival data, in many cases they enable an entirely new
worldview. When working within the confines of traditional filesystems, it can be difficult for the scientific
imagination to fly nimbly across the grand spatial and temporal scales permitted by ARCO workflows. By
making entire worlds (observed or synthetic, past or future) accessible in an instant through shared ARCO
data stores, we wholly expect that Pangeo Forge to not only accelerate existing science, but to also play a
pivotal role in the reimagination of what’s possible in ocean, weather, and climate science at scale.

588

5.4

589

The oft-quoted eighty-twenty rule describes a typical ratio of time required for cleaning and preparing
data versus actually performing analysis. Depending on the type of preprocessing applied to a dataset, the
time and technical knowledge required to reproduce previous derived datasets, let alone results, represents
a major barrier to reproducibility in computational science. Duplication of data preparation is unnecessary
and can be avoided if the dataset used for a given study, along with the recipe used to create it, are made
publicly accessible.
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Asking More Ambitious Questions from Data

Reproducibility in Action

602

Each Pangeo Forge recipe encodes the provenance of the data starting from an archival source, all the
way to the precise derived version used for a given research project. Tracking an unbroken provenance
chain is particularly important in the context of ARCO data, which undergoes significant transformation
prior to being used for analysis. The algorithms used to create ARCO datasets encode assumptions about
what types of homogenization and/or simplification may serve the investigation for which the dataset is
being produced. These judgement calls can easily be as impactful to the scientific outcome as the analysis
itself. By tracking the ARCO production methodology through a recipe’s Feedstock repository, Pangeo
Forge affords visibility into the choices made at the data curation stage of research.

603

5.5

604

Traditionally, working with big environmental datasets has required considerable infrastructure: big
computers, hard drives, and IT staff to maintain them. This severely limits who can participate in research.
One of the great transformative potentials of cloud-native science is the ability to put powerful infrastructure
into the hands of anyone with an internet connection (Gentemann et al., 2021). In our recent experience,
we have observed that it is easy enough to get started with cloud computing; the hard part is getting the
right data into the cloud in the right format.
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Broadening Participation

Pangeo Forge not only shifts the infrastructure burden of data production from local infrastructure to
the cloud; it also lightens the cognitive burden for potential contributors by encouraging them to focus
612 on the domain-specific details of the data, rather than the data engineering. As a recipe contributor to
610
611
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Pangeo Forge, anyone with a laptop can run their ARCO transformation algorithm at a scale previously
614 only available to a small organizationally-affiliated group.
613

Discoverability is the ease with which someone without prior knowledge of a particular dataset can find
out about its existence, locate the data, and make use of it. As the project grows, we aspire to offer a
617 range of search modalities for the Pangeo Forge ARCO dataset catalog, enabling users to explore available
618 datasets by spatial, temporal, and variable extents.
615
616

619
620
621
622
623

The true success of Pangeo Forge depends on creation of a space where a diverse community of recipe
contributors can come together to curate the ARCO datasets which will define the next decade of cloudnative, big-data ocean, weather, and climate science. How we best nurture this community, and ensure they
have the education, tools, and support they need to succeed, remains an open question, and an area where
we seek feedback from the reader.
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